Middle-term results of endovascular aneurysm repair in Japan: does intraoperative endovascular management against the hostile aneurysmal neck prevent the proximal type I endoleak?
Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) was first approved in Japan in 2007. In order to avoid the learning curve generally seen in the initial stages of implementation, we have aimed for procedural perfection. As the proximal type I endoleak (EL) is associated with a higher risk of late conversion and rupture, so we have treated the intraoperative type I EL scrupulously. The hostile neck, which is known to be a risk for perigraft leakage, is the focus of this study. We showed both the middle-term results of EVAR in our country and the possible necessity of intraoperative management for the hostile neck. From a consecutive series of 134 patients who underwent EVAR of abdominal aortic aneurysms, 129 cases in which contrast agent was used intraoperatively were selected. All cases had at least 12-month follow-up postoperatively (12-40 months). Of the 129 selected cases, 49 cases (37%) that did not fulfill the commercially recommended criteria of the aneurysmal neck (length <15 mm and angle >60° of the aneurysm or >45° of the suprarenal aorta) were assigned to the off-label group. The other 80 cases were assigned to the on-label group. We carefully observed the completion angiography and when we found or suspected a type I EL, we performed a re-touch up, changed to a non-compliant balloon, and used a supportive device, such as a PalmazTM stent or aortic cuffs, in sequence. No postoperative type I ELs were detected within the follow-up period. Intraoperative type I ELs were detected more frequently in the off-label group (51%) than the on-label group (20%) (P<0.01). The rate of type I EL in the off-label group in terms of the neck length criteria (11/14 cases) was higher than that in the on-label group (30/115 cases) (P<0.01). In terms of the neck angle, patients in the off-label group had a greater tendency to develop the type I EL than those in the on-label group (18/42 vs. 23/87 cases) (P=0.06). Off-label usage regarding aneurysmal neck length and angle tends to be incomplete without additional procedures. Conversely, various techniques, including non-compliant balloon usage and aortic stenting or cuffs, produce good results for the intraoperative type I EL. We found a relationship between the neck condition and the intraoperative type I EL, and showed the importance of strictly obeying our simple algorithm against the proximal type I EL.